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SEMESTER FINAL EXAMINATION
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FULL MARKS: 150

CSE 4305: Computer Organization and Architecture
Programmable calculators are not allowed. Do not write anYthing on the questlon paper
Answer an 6 (six) questions. Figures in the right margin indicate full marks of questions whereas

corresponding CO and PO are written within parentheses-

1. a) Suppose, you have a memory system where the cache size is 8 bYtes and each block ho.Ids

1 byte of data. A program of 7 instructions is loaded into the main memorY for executlon
and the sequence of reference to the memory addresses are Ox52 A D OxB53 + Ox619 o
OxAB3 + Ox52A + OxB53 + 0x619

Table 1: Cache table for Question 1.a)

a cWaXData
0

0

i. For each memory reference9 show the index9 valid bit9 tag, and whether it was a hit or a
miss. Draw the fInal table after the execution of all instructions.

15
(C03)
(P02)

4
(C03)
(POD

ii. Calculate the hit ratio and miss ratio from the given scenano-

b) How do caches take advantage of spatial localitP Explain with an example' 6
(COI)
(POI)

2. Regjsters xlop x111 x121 x13) x141 and x15 contain values 20, 8, 5, 6, 3, and 19) respectiveIY The
machine code of an instruction OxOOC5F7B3 is stoled at memorY addless 450- The current value
of the Program Counter (PC) is also 450.

Table 2: Data for Question 2.

©rmll I ADDrsl0
SUBnrmm
SLLrmmn
XORmmlmasr

mloo111rm
ORMHs0
SRL0Hs 101r
SRA1101sH

a) Convert the machine code into its corresponding RISC-V assembIY code-
6

(C03)
(POI)
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b) Considering the given instruction (Ox00C5F7B3), answer the fo11owlng questIons:
i. IdentiB' all the datapath elements required to execute this instruction'

ii. Write down all the inputs and outputs of the datapath elements for this lnstructlc)n-

iii. How many multiplexers will be needed for this instruction? What are the input ?ptlons
for these rnultiplexers and which of these inputs will be chosen for this instluction?

a) Registers x6) x7p x89 x9, and xlo contain the values 13, 9, 5, 7, and 3, respectiveIY- The CPU
architecture is shown in Figure 1

3
7+
(CO
(P02)

+
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Figure 1: CPU architecture for Question 3.a)

i. Design the datapath that will be active only for the execution of the particular instruc-
tion "beg x8 , xlo , 0x3C'1.

10
(C04)
(P03)

6
(C03)
(P02)

ii. show all the bit values of the control lines including the zero output.

Table 3: Data for Question 3.b)

ALUOP

rLTr6jTWLlrO–ii
0

0 1

01
01

01

t
Mm2mIW

n 1
Operation4

M

b) i. What do you understand by don’t care terms?
2

(COI)
(POI)

7
(C03)
(P02)

ii. With an explanation, identi® the don’t care terms from Table 3.
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technique implemented.

Table 4: Stage time for Question 4.a)

©MM E WBIDIF®m©®)
Assume that the two computers use RISC-V architecture. The time taken for the 5 stage?
of the pipelined system in computer Y are given in Table 4. If a program with 135,.000
instru(,;tiins is ex;cuted on both computers, how much faster will be computer Y than
computer X?
What are the advantages of computer Y over computer X in terms of thelr processor
implementation?

i.

b) How are the control bits passed along for each insUuction in a pipehned SYstem? Draw
figures to show the implementation. Explain the reason for such an implementation

a) Can we connect the I/O devices directly to the system bus? Justify Your answer'5.

b) Suppose your program has to take 5 inputs from the user for an arraY' Which method of data
transfer will be the most suitable to achieve the best performance? Justib Your answer

c) Write a short note on the SRAM technologY

d) What is the purpose of adding the control unit to the processor?

6. The instructions shown in Code Snippet 1 are executed sequentialIY on a RISC-V SYstem with a
5-stage pipeline.

Id xl, 8(x3 )

add x9, x10 , x12
sub x9 , x9 , x5
add x2 0 , x9 , xl

Id x8 , 16(x3 )

add x15 , x8 , x7
and x2 4 , x2 6 , x27

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Code Snippet 1: Instruction set for Question 6.

Data hazard detection units are added to the system'

a) Identi& the hazard(s) that will occur while executing the first 5 instructions and write the 1?
respective conditions to detect the hazald(s). (COI?' (POD

12
(C02)

(POI)

5
(COD
(POI)

8
(C02)
(P02)

8
(COI)
(POI)

12
(C02)
(P02)

5
(COI)
(POI)

5

(COI)
(POD
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b) Complete Table 5 to show how these instructions will be executed in the pipelined pFOcessor'
show the stalls if occur and draw arrows to show data forwarding where necessaFY

13
(C03)
(P02)

Table 5: Partial table for Question 6.b)

CC5rc2HaREMId IF
mc
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